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Abstract – In this paper, we study the relationship between omega media and periodically
loaded transmission lines. It is shown under which conditions a periodically loaded transmission
line can be treated as effective omega media. An example circuit is shown and analyzed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Omega media is a widely researched reciprocal special case of bi-anisotropic media introduced in [1]. The
material relations in uniaxial omega media [2] can be written as
D = ǫ ·E+ jK√ǫ0µ0J ·H
B = µ ·H+ jK√ǫ0µ0J ·E,
(1)
where K is the omega coefficient and J is the antisymmetric dyadic defined as J = z0 × I . It has been suggested
that omega media can be realized by embedding Ω-shaped metal inclusions, i.e., centrally connected small dipole
and loop antennas, into a conventional dielectric. However, as such wire omega particles are resonant structures
with all the polarizabilities resonant always in the same frequency, the operational bandwidth, i.e., the bandwidth
where K 6= 0, and the tunability of medium parameters in general are very limited. This, in turn, limits the
possibility for practical applications. Here, we consider possibilities of realizing omega media with periodically
loaded transmission lines (TLs). First, we compare the wave impedance of omega media with the Bloch impedance
of a general periodically loaded TL and derive required conditions for omega-like response. Second, a T-type
circuit topology is considered to fulfill the required conditions.
II. OMEGA MEDIA
The propagation constant for axially propagating plane wave in omega media can be easily derived from (1) and
is given by [2, 3]
β = k0
√
ǫtµt −K2 = k0√ǫtµt
√
1−K2
n
, (2)
where ǫt and µt are, respectively, the relative transverse permittivity and permeability and Kn is the normalized
omega coefficient defined as Kn = K/
√
ǫtµt. For lossless media with ǫtµt > 0, Kn is purely real. Therefore,
for such media the propagation constant is real, i.e., there is wave propagation, only when we have |Kn| < 1.
An interesting property that separates omega media from conventional magnetodielectric media is that the wave
impedance is different for waves travelling in the opposite directions. The wave impedance for axial propagation
can be written as [2, 3]
ZΩ =
√
µ0µt
ǫ0ǫt
(√
1−K2
n
± jKn
)
, (3)
where the two solutions correspond to opposite axial propagation directions.
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III. OMEGA TRANSMISSION LINES
A. Required conditions for the TL unit cell
Bloch impedance can be considered as the characteristic impedance of periodically loaded transmission lines.
It is defined simply as the ratio of the voltage and current at the terminals of the unit cell. It should be noted that
the value of the Bloch impedance depends on how the terminal points are chosen and is, therefore, not unique for
a given unit cell. Bloch impedance for a general periodic structure is defined using ABCD-parameters as [4]
ZB = ∓ 2B
A−D ∓
√
(A+D)2 − 4 . (4)
Here, the two signs correspond to different propagation directions and the current is defined to flow always in the
direction of the energy propagation. It should be noted that the top sign does not necessarily always lead to the
correct solution for the positively traveling wave and bottom sign for the negatively traveling wave but the solutions
may switch. This can be seen as negative real part of the Bloch impedance. Taking this into account, the Bloch
impedance for positively (+) and negatively (−) travelling waves can be written as
ZB± =
jB
AD − 1


√
1−
(
A+D
2
)2
± jD − A
2

 . (5)
Comparing the two impedances of (5) to characteristic impedances of omega media (3) and assuming them to be
equal, we can define the normalized omega coefficient Kn using the Bloch impedances ZB+ and ZB−
Kn = ±
ZB+−ZB−
ZB++ZB−√
1−
(
ZB+−ZB−
ZB++ZB−
)2 . (6)
This can be further written using ABCD parameters as
Kn = ±D −A
2
1√
1−AD. (7)
Therefore, as long as we have A 6= D, i.e, the unit cell is asymmetric, the normalized omega coefficient Kn is
non-zero. It should be noted that here and in the following equations ± does not denote different propagation
directions as before but simply different possible solutions. Furthermore, we can also determine the effective
magnetodielectric wave impedance
√
µtµ0/(ǫtǫ0) based on (3) and (5). This can be written as√
µtµ0
ǫtǫ0
= ± jB√
1−AD. (8)
Knowing the effective normalized omega coefficient and the effective wave impedance, we can also extract the
effective refractive index by comparing the dispersion in omega media (2) and the dispersion in the periodically
loaded TL. The latter can be calculated easily for any unit cell using basic ABCD-matrix theory and Floquet
theorem and is given by [4]
β± =
1
d
ln
(
A+D ±
√
(A+D)2 − 4(AD −BC)
2
)
, (9)
where d is the period of the structure. For reciprocal unit cells, the two solutions are equal.
B. Circuit topology
The simplest possible TL loading element is a T-type circuit (or alternatively π-type) as we need an asymmetric
circuit for the Bloch impedances for different propagation directions to be different. Let us take a look at a TL
loaded with a T-type circuit as shown in Fig. 1. Let us also assume that the the period of the unit cell d is very
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Fig. 1: Unit cell under study.
small electrically. In this case, the ABCD-parameters, calculated by simply multiplying the ABCD matrices of
each element in the unit cell in the right order, have the form
A = 1 + Y2Z1, B = Z1 + Z3 + Y2Z1Z3, C = Y2, D = 1+ Y2Z3. (10)
Therefore, the normalized omega coefficient, as defined in (7), can be written as
Kn = ± Y2(Z3 − Z1)√
1− (1 + Y2Z1)(1 + Y2Z3)
(11)
and the magnetodielectric wave impedance as√
µtµ0
ǫtǫ0
= ± j(Z1 + Z3 + Y2Z1Z3)√
1− (1 + Y2Z1)(1 + Y2Z3)
. (12)
Let us further simplify things by assuming that we have Z1 = 0 Ω. In this case, we have simply
Kn = ±j
√
Y2Z3,
√
µtµ0
ǫtǫ0
= ±
√
Z3
Y2
. (13)
From (13) rather surprisingly, it can be seen that even a TL periodically loaded with a simple series inductor -
shunt capacitor circuit can be interpreted as omega media with Kn = ±ω
√
LC and
√
µtµ0/(ǫtǫ0) = ±
√
L/C.
This is possible due to the asymmetric definition of the unit cell. If we define the terminal points of the unit cell so
that the unit cell is symmetric (i.e., series-shunt-series loading with element values Z3/2, Y2 and Z3/2), we have
D = A and thus, according to (7), Kn = 0 for all frequencies. Obviously, the dispersion in both cases should be
the same as the physical structure is the same (assuming that d is electrically small). On the other hand, this would
mean that, based on (2), the effective permittivity and permeability should be defined differently in the two cases!
In the presentation, this contradiction will be discussed in more detail and other circuit topologies will be
analyzed.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have discussed the connection between omega media and periodically loaded TLs. The effective omega
material parameters for a general periodically loaded TL unit cell have been derived by comparing the characteristic
impedances of omega media and a periodically loaded TL. An example of periodical loading by T-type circuit has
been analyzed.
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